App Fact Sheet

Simple, powerful, mobile employee time tracking.
Now powered by QuickBooks!
TSheets is everything you and your clients need in a time tracking
solution. Easily track time anywhere on any device to streamline
payroll, send accurate invoices, and save thousands on gross
payroll and labor costs each year.

Benefits to the business
Save thousands on payroll costs
each year. TSheets keeps a
company’s biggest line item (labor)
in check. TSheets clients lower their
payroll costs, on average, by 6%*.

See who’s working in real
time. See where employees
are, and what they’re working
on at a glance with the
Who’s Working window.

TSheets works wherever your
clients do. Easily manage a
mobile workforce with the
TSheets mobile app — complete
with GPS location tracking.

Gain valuable business insight.
Real-time, interactive reports help
you anticipate job costs, plan for
payroll, and increase profitability.

Seamless integrations with
QuickBooks Online. Running
payroll and generating accurate
invoices is as easy as just one
click. Timesheets automatically
flow to QBO, where they are
ready for review and approval.

Comply with FLSA regulations.
Curb unnecessary (and
expensive) overtime with
custom notifications and alerts.
Five-star customer support,
anytime you need it. TSheets’
award-winning support team is
guaranteed to make you smile.

Benefits to the accountant
No more manual data entry.
TSheets is the only time tracker that
works directly inside QuickBooks
Online. Time tracked in TSheets
can be reviewed, edited and
approved in QBO, then run
payroll with just one click!
Never turn away another payroll
client. Shave hours off your payroll
processing time and take on more
clients. TSheets makes every payroll
run three hours faster, on average.*
*Based on a survey of 924 businesses that use TSheets for invoicing
and report billing more, or for payroll and report savings. On average
they report adding 11% more billable time to their invoices, reducing
the time it takes to run payroll by 3 hours, and reducing gross payroll
costs by 6%. Internal survey conducted by TSheets in January 2018.

Bill more and get paid faster.
Track time with TSheets and get
paid for every second worked! On
average, businesses using TSheets
increase billable time by 11%*.
Be the trusted advisor. Recommend
a way for your clients to track
accurate employee time, improve
efficiency and save money.
Free program for accounting
professionals. Join the TSheetsPRO
Program to use TSheets for free.
Refer clients and get a wholesale
discount or earn commission.

Connect TSheets at:

https://intuit.me/tsheetsapp

Learn about TSheets at:

https://www.tsheets.com/learning-center

Find more apps at:
Apps Tab on QuickBooks
Online Accountant
https://apps.intuit.com

